
Field Start-Up Optimization 
Select all specific requests and notate unit quantities. 

 
NOTE: In order to receive Field Start-Up Optimization options, you must purchase an AGSelect or AGPremium Package. 

One-time optimization per unit annually.  If multiple optimizations are requested, please add per quantity.  

I have read through American Implement AGvantage agreements and choose NOT to participate. I understand with 
opting out, I will be billed a minimum of $25.00/call plus the standard labor rate (*$130.00/hour) for field response.  
*Rates are subject to change.

NO AGvantage Support 

Customer Information: 

Printed Customer Name: Date: 

Customer Signature:  

Mobile Phone Number: 

Customer Email: 

Billing Options: 

John Deere Financial 

Cash / Check 

American Implement AGvantage Support Agreement builds upon the same great service that you 
have become accustomed to from John Deere and American Implement.  We are committed to 

maximize your aftermarket and sales support needs by allowing you to be more efficient and 
profitable for your operation in these All-In-One packages.  

$800.00

Precision Ag Support Hotline 
◦ RDA Sessions and JDLink™ Machine Review
◦ Unlimited Remote Support, 7am - 9pm

AMS Annual Software Update 
◦ Limited to (3) Three complete systems
◦ Additional complete systems will be charged
$100.00 per complete system

Operations Center Review
◦ Creating new or updating existing account
◦ Overview of how-to get connected
◦ Feature review and basic start-up

AGSelect Support Package:     
    $1400.00 

Digital Data Solutions  
◦ MyJohnDeere/Op Center Workshop & Seasonal Analysis
◦ Data, Product & Boundary Preparation
◦ Data Retrieval & Setup File Creator Options

Precision Ag On-Site Support Travel 
◦ Limited to (2) two responses
related to AMS equipment only
◦ Restricted to American Implement Standard Service Area
◦ Specifically serviced by Precision Ag Specialist

AGPremium Support Package: 

AGSelect Support Package 

AGSignature Optional Selection: 

Planter 
$300.00 / Unit

Qty: 

Air Seeder 
$300.00 / Unit

Qty: 

Sprayer 
$200.00 / Unit

Qty: 

Combine 
$100.00 / Unit

Qty: 

Applicator
Liquid/Dry/NH3
$200.00 / Unit

Qty: 



Check tire pressures
Calibrate receiver TCM on tractor & implement if equipped w/ implement guidance
Setup run pages
Verify offset measurements are correct for machine & implement. Zero lateral offsets.
Verify planter configuration is correct:

Frame: Row configuration / Number of Rows / Row spacing
Sensors: Seed sensors all on / Vacuum sensor number and zeroed /
Height sensor set to common and Calibrated / Fert. Sensor number &
zeroed if equipped / Down force if equipped
Drives: Drive configuration / Drive sections / Row control if equipped with
Row Command / Enable Quick start if equipped

Verify Meter setup for desired crop to be planted:
Meter type / Crop to be planted / Correct seed disk or bowl / Correct brushes
for crop / correct knocker wheel or wiper / Correct Double eliminator setting /
enter and enable desired seed rates.

Rate Controller; if equipped
Check Rate Controller configuration for desired product
Check section setup for multiple valves
If equipped / check master foot control operation / perform nozzle flow check

Check Field Operation:
Set an AB line, if equipped with row command, set turn on turn off or 
mechanical delay times. Fill seed plates and adjust vacuum levels. If equipped  
with CCS, check blower fan operation Section control. Verify track spacing is 
correct by measuring both guess rows. The total of both guess rows should 
equal the row spacing of planter X 2.  Adjust track spacing if necessary, to  
achieve this measurement. Check for wide/narrow guess row. Add a lateral  
offset to implement if needed to correct this. Check planter gauge wheel 
pressure and seed depth. Do this with planter down and in the planting position. 
Check seed drop for row command and adjust times as necessary to maximize 
performance. Make 3 short passes to verify settings.   

Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Planter



Startup only includes the current state the machine is in. Additional charges could apply if customer 
requests machine software updated that are not covered by a current support package. 

General 

Check hydraulic hoses are properly installed.
Check implement harness is properly connected and latched.
Check all GS software for updates.
Check air cart software.  Record version.
Set up Run Pages.
Verify cart type (TBT or TBH)
Verify cart size.
Verify remote (height) switch is working and calibrated.
Set up product and type
Set up meter rates (variable)
Verify tool model, width and spacing.
Verify working width and spacing.
Verify connection type (drawbar)
Verify dimensions and offsets
Set Tank Configuration (Individual, Alternate or Merge)
Set fan speed and alarms.

Review owner�s manual per specific product
If possible, test drive and verify guess rows.
Verify no runs blocked.  Product at all rows.
If equipped, check WDT working properly.
If equipped, check data and guidance line sharing with other machines.

Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Air Seeder (page 1)



Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Air Cart Software Version: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Air Cart Meters 

Font, Rear, Middle, other
Check correct meter for product (Yellow, Black, Green, Blue, Orange)
Verify correct tuning rings installed.
Check that meters are properly installed and latched into place.
Calibration

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Air Seeder (page 2)



Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Field startup and optimization only includes the current state the machine is in. 
Verify machine dimensions
Calibrate TCM
Verify documentation is set up properly

Verify setup file has been loaded to the display (if applicable)
2630/2600

Setup tab, Equipment tab, Document tab
Verify documentation is ON in setup

GEN 4
Setup tab

Verify Wireless Data Transfer (WDT) is functioning properly
Verify Machine Sync/Shared Data is syncing with other machines (if applicable)
Section Control

Set to 102% or 100% + 2 ft overlap
Verify Autotrac functions properly
Verify Section control turn off/turn on times are correct

Use performance tuning if applicable
Verify nozzles are the right size for product and application
Verify specified rate is correct

Perform flow calibration and catch test if needed
Verify if high flow vales are set correctly on machine and in display (if applicable)
Diagnose and advise any issues found

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Sprayer 



Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Startup only includes the current state the machine is in. Additional charges could apply if customer 
requests machine software updated that are not covered by a current support package. 

Equipment
Machine - Type, Model, Name, Offsets
Header - Type, Model, Name, Offsets, Widths

Resources/Location
Client, Farm, Field
GS2630 � Task, Season

Document/Work Summary
Crop Type, Variety
GS2630 - Appropriate amount of tabs

Harvest Settings (Starting Point)
Corn

Cleaning Fan-1200 RPM
Rotor Speed- 400 RPM
Chaffer-15
Concave Clearance- 30
Sieve- 12

Wheat
Cleaning Fan-1000 RPM
Rotor Speed-850 RPM
Chaffer-17
Concave Clearance- 14
Sieve- 5

Milo
Cleaning Fan- 1050 RPM
Rotor Speed- 800 RPM
Chaffer-15
Concave Clearance- 17
Sieve-8

Specifics

Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Combine

Check stop record height

Layout suitable for harvest
Guidance

Automatic header height calibration

Wireless Data Transfer (WDT)

Machine Sync
Connect Mobile



Additional Comments or Issues Found: 

Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Display Receiver 

Software Version: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
Self-Propelled Nutrient Applicator 

Field startup and optimization only includes the current state the machine is in. 
 Verify machine dimensions 
 Calibrate TCM 
Verify documentation is set up properly 

 Verify setup file has been loaded to the display (if applicable) 
 2630/2600 

 Setup tab, Equipment tab, Document tab 
 Verify documentation is ON in setuT 

 GEN 4 
 Setup tab 

 Verify Wireless Data Transfer (WDT) is functioning properly 
 Verify Machine Sync/Shared Data is syncing with other machines (if applicable) 
 Section Control 

 Set to 102% or 100% + 2 ft overlap 
 Verify Autotrac functions properly 
 Verify Section control turn off/turn on times are correct 

 Use performance tuning if applicable  
 Verify nozzles are the right size for product and application 
 Verify specified rate is correct 

 Perform flow calibration and catch test if needed 
 Verify if high flow valves are set correctly on machine and in display (if applicable) 
 Diagnose and advise any issues found 



Startup only includes the current state the machine is in.  Additional charges could apply if 
customer requests machine software updated that are not covered by a current support 
package. 

Verify rate controller/controllers are showing up on the CAN BUS.

Verify set up for the correct operation, sections, and implement width.

Height switch must me selected when using NH3 product
IT WILL NOT PUT PRODUCT OUT IF NO HEIGHT SWITCH IS SELECTED.
If running more than one rate controller in sequence for multiple products, ensure your send and

receive options are set accordingly to which rate controller is plugged in first in this sequence and
verify that height switch is plugged into the first-rate controller.

SYSTEM tab under the rate controller.
Ensure that the proper control valve type is selected and the control valve calibration # is entered.

Usually 2123 on raven accuflow systems.
Verify that a tank capacity is entered, and tank capacity is % displayed, and tank capacity is LBS.
Verify that flowmeter calibration number is entered, and flowmeter units is entered also.

Raven Flowmeters make sure unit is 10Gal units.
Or divide the flowmeter number by 10 if using 1Gal unit.

ALARMS TAB
set low tank volume to 10%
High Alarm 20% above selected target rate
20% Below target rate.
If system is equipped with pressure sensor, ensure it is selected.

RATES TAB
Set 3 predefined rates, and set rate smoothing, and select actual nitrogen, and enter 82 in the

percent nitrogen box.
Rate smoothing will filter actual rate smoothly more evenly.

DIAGNOSTIC TAB
Verify that software version is current and up to date
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Help verify a lot of system functions, as in delivery system, section status, system
voltages, working parameters, switches/status.

Which can be a quick way to help diagnose any issues with system voltages or switches
before you start to check voltages with a voltmeter.

To perform system tests, go to diagnostic wrench under the rate controller and select the desired
test, energize system, control valve test, bleed section test.

This can help diagnose that the valves are properly working before going to the field.
Check document tab that all products are entered correctly.

Check all software-display, receiver, rate controller to ensure they are current.

Going back to the first step of verifying that rate controller is showing up on the CAN BUS, verify that the
voltages listed below on the ISO connector on rear of tractor match up, and if not replace the ISO
connector as the terminator inside connector has failed.

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
NH3-Liquid GRC Nutrient Applicator (page 1) 



AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
NH3-Liquid GRC Nutrient Applicator (page 2) 

Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Additional Comments or Issues Found: 



Machine PIN: Machine Hours: 

Date Completed: Completed by: 

Startup only includes the current state the machine is in.  Additional charges could apply if customer requests 
machine software updated that are not covered by a current support package.

Navigate to the DRY Rate controller
Go to the implement setup arrow and ensure the correct implement is selected for the correct

application. Then navigate your way across the top of the screen from implement to system then to
alarms and display smoothing.

System tab
Make sure all the bin setup is completed, which can be different from application to application.

Product setup tab
Product information is all filled out, as in product type, application units, product density, and a

rate mode.
Keep moving across the tabs across the top of screen through the product setup icon to

Product bin setup, and product summary.
Diagnostics wrench and select readings at top of page

Select hardware/software in drop down box and ensure controller has current software.
Hardware/software drop down box

You can verify a lot of system functions, as in delivery system, section test, system
voltages, working parameters, switches/status.

Which can be a quick way to help diagnose any issues with problems with the system,
before you start to check voltages with a voltmeter.

To verify the system is going to work go to the diagnostics tab and select TEST across the top of screen,
from the drop-down box select which test you would like to perform.
Check Document tab that all products are entered correctly.

Check all software-display, receiver, and rate controller to ensure they are current.

To help with any calibration/setup: refer to the included cheat sheet.

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
DryGRC Nutrient Applicator 

Additional Comments or Issues Found: 



GRC and Dry GRC Setup/Calibration 

GRC Dry Setup 
PWM VALVE CLOSE: FREQUENCY LIMITS 122, HIGH 255, LOW 35 
VALVE CAL. 5023, METER SPEED SENSOR CAL. 148 
CFR 0.05996 
CUFT = (TON/62LBS/FT3), 6 TON = 193.5 FT3. 9 TON = 290.32 FT3

Calibrating CFR for Dry Rate Controller with Scales: 
Displayed CFR Cal. # X weight displayed on Scale = New CFR Cal. # 

Weight displayed on GS3 

Calibrating GRC for NH3 
Current Flow Meter Cal. X Target Lbs. on Display = New Flow Meter Cal. 

Actual Lbs. N Applied 

Calculating Lbs. N/Acre 
Distance X Width = Acres 

43560 

Calculating NH3 Used (Lbs. N) 
(Note there are 5.15 Lbs. NH3 per Gallon) 

(Beginning % - Ending %) X (5150 for 1000 gal.) X 82% = Lbs. N 

AGSignature Field Startup & Optimization Checklist 
DryGRC Nutrient Applicator (cheat sheet) 
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